FAST, QUALITY RESULTS FOR
PATIENTS AND PHYSICIANS

Winscribe Dictation for the Healthcare Enterprise

Winscribe Dictation offers you a departmental
or enterprise-wide software solution that
covers all your digital dictation and workflow
management requirements while providing
full patient data security levels. This results
in accelerated processes, a higher number of
patients that can be treated, reduced waiting
times, a faster return on investment (ROI) and
overall improved patient care.
Mobile Digital Dictation Whether your medical
specialists are on the move between different sites, on
the way to a congress, at home or at their desks, the
modern healthcare organization needs to be flexible
to accommodate the demand for mobile dictation in
order to keep productivity at a high level. The Winscribe
Mobility Suite allows you to dictate your work on the
move, anywhere anytime, with all the capability of
desktop digital dictation on your hand, whether you are
using BlackBerry, iPhone or a Windows phone.
Winscribe’s Telephony option allows you to create and
send dictations using any type of mobile or fixed line
phone. Staff can dictate their work from any location by
dialing a pre set up phone number, and simply following
Winscribe’s standard voice commands to record and
send for transcription. For maximum efficiency, custom
prompts can be created to provide voice forms that
deliver a series of automated verbal cues so a prestructured template can be completed with the answers
supplied.
Integration With Existing Data Systems Integration
with various patient data systems not only speeds up
the workflow, it also ensures that input information
is consistent between systems. A web services-based
integration tool offers you the advantages of a totally
integrated digital dictation solution based on advanced
integration architecture. By providing ‘open standard’
development tools and integration with HIS, RIS and

“The whole system really
has made us more efficient
and we’re able to serve our
patients even better than
before. I would certainly have
no hesitation in recommending
the system to other would be
users.”

Peter Davies
Radiology Manager
Withybush Hospital
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EPR systems, the benefits of a totally
integrated solution for two-way
exchange of patient demographic and
report tracking information become
available.
Optimized Dictation Workflow
Efficient management of your workflow
involves streamlining your document
creation process as well as promoting
work sharing. The elimination of task
repetition as well as streamlining of
processes can offer dramatic cost
savings to your organization. Winscribe
has developed smart document
management solutions that allow you
to reduce document turnaround time
and increase operational efficiency. The
reporting available within Winscribe
Dictation allows you to proactively
identify and correct bottlenecks
by analyzing individual and group
workloads in real time and to assign
transcription jobs accordingly.
Speech Recognition is an optional
solution that gives you the opportunity
to further increase time and cost
savings associated with digital
dictation. Speech recognition
technology can recognize the words
you are dictating and ‘type’ them for
you. The two possible approaches are:
‘Client-side’ speech recognition that
allows you to see and edit the words
as they appear on your computer
whilst you are dictating your job. With
a ‘server-side’ solution your job is

sent to a server for recognition before
being routed to a transcriptionist or
other destination in the flow of work.
Both optional methods can be used
independently or combined to make
document creation more efficient for
you.
Software On Demand With Winscribe
On Demand we will manage all software
and servers for you which saves you the
need to buy, install, maintain or upgrade
any of these. Instead, you can rapidly
improve business performance through
the Software as a Service (SaaS) model
since capital expenditure for software
and servers is eliminated, IT resource
needs are reduced, and deployment is
accelerated.
Protect Patient Information Since
patient confidentiality is a critical
issue in the healthcare enterprise,
Winscribe Dictation uses state-of-theart encryption technology providing
exceptional security levels for voice and
data traffic, enabling your organization
to meet and exceed relevant
government regulations.
Try Before You Buy Winscribe offers
you the opportunity to try the Winscribe
Dictation products before you buy. Visit
www.winscribe.com to request your free
trial of the Winscribe product suite.
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